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 when macDon’s latest top-of-the-line windrower – the m205 – 

was released last year it immediately won accolades for the 

many advances it brought to self-propelled windrowing. 

everyone loved it for the increased power (particularly for producers 

running rotary discs), comfort and control it brought to the  

harvesting operation. 

now macDon has completed the 5 Series with the release of its  

m105 and m155 windrowers. both feature most of the same advances 

found on the m205, but they are better suited to the harvesting 

requirements of producers who mainly use draper and auger headers.

For example, the m155 is nearly a carbon copy of the m205 in almost 

every detail. it too comes with a power upgrade over its predecessor, the 

m150, in the form of a high powered and fuel efficient 148 hp (110 kw) 

tier 3 cummins engine capable of being boosted to 156 hp (116 kw).  

it too comes with macDon’s award winning Dual Direction® technology 

which permits the operator to rotate the driver’s seat 180˚ for faster  

and more stable highway travel (up to 23 mph/37 km/h). it too features 

the wide wheel stance and exceptional crop clearance of the m205, 

giving operators a full 45.7" (1160 mm) of under frame clearance when 

harvesting extra bushy crops such as canola.

Continued

macDon completeS the Set oF itS 5 SerieS winDrowerS  
with the releaSe oF the m155 anD m105.

Full houSe.
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“this is a windrower designed for producers 

requiring a full featured machine capable of 

running draper headers up to 40' (12.2 m) or a 

13' (4 m) rotary disc header for hay harvesting,” 

said macDon product manager richard kirkby. 

“it’s also ideal for custom cutters who find 

themselves doing a lot of roading.”

“one of the things that operators will really 

enjoy is our new ultra Glide™ suspension 

system which delivers custom tuned shock 

absorption to all four corners of the cab. 

people who’ve ridden in it say that the ride  

is smooth and incredibly comfortable.”

For producers with more straight-ahead 

windrowing needs the m105 (110 hp/81 kw 

tier 3 cummins, boostable to 115 hp/86 kw) 

delivers a robust and capable platform, just 

with not as many features as the m155  

and m205.

“the m105 was created to meet the unique 

needs of draper and auger markets around  

the world,” says kirkby. “producers still get  

a state-of-the-art machine without having  

to purchase features they don’t need in their  

daily operations.”

kirkby says that the m105 is perfect for farmers 

looking to run drapers up to 35' (10.7 m)  

or harvest hay with one of macDon a Series 

auger headers. it shares exactly the same cab 

as the m155 and m205, except for the absence  

of macDon’s Dual Direction® technology  

and in cab control of knife speed and header 

flotation (these can still be adjusted manually).

“operators still get to enjoy macDon’s roomy 

and climate controlled cab complete with 

curved windows, an adjustable air-ride seat 

and finger tip control of header functions. 

they also benefit from the same time saving 

features seen on the m155 and m205 such as a 

movable rail platform that provides easy access 

to the engine and cooling system cores.”

For more information on all of macDon’s 5 

Series windrowers, journey to your nearest 

macDon dealer or visit macdon.com.

“the m105 waS createD to meet the 
unique neeDS oF Draper anD auGer 
marketS arounD the worlD.”

full House.

MacDon’s M155 can be equipped with an 
optional Hydraulic Header Reverser (like  

the M205) which allows the operator to quickly 
unplug the conditioner and other major header 

components on augers and drapers without 
leaving the operator’s station.
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 when bill aulie and his son keith purchased a new case ih 

8120 two years ago for their 3,500 acre (1420 hectare) 

durum, canola and lentil farm near rouleau, Saskatchewan, 

the salesmen at his dealership (young’s equipment of regina) strongly 

urged him to purchase a macDon FD70 FlexDraper® for the front of it.

“they called it the ultimate harvesting machine,” recalls aulie, “but i said 

no thank you, i love the other brand.”

beyond brand loyalty, aulie says that there were a number of differences 

between the FD70 and the flex head they were used to that caused both 

him and keith concern. 

First, the FD70 was 4' (1.2 m) wider (40'/12.2 m as opposed to 36'/11.0 

m) and keith, the one responsible for most of the combine work on the 

aulie farm, was concerned that the extra width would make it more 

difficult to follow. Second, keith felt he didn’t have as good of a view of 

the knife with the FD70 as he did with the other header, and he thought 

that might cause issues. Finally, the FD70 didn’t have as efficient a system 

for backing up the canvases and dumping dirt, something the aulies had 

come to rely on with the other brand. So the aulies outfitted their new 

combine with a 36' (11.0 m) flex head made by the draper brand that 

they had trusted for years. 

unfortunately, their new header did not perform as expected.

“when cutting lentils the header would be digging in the dirt and the 

combine wouldn’t be responding. So we ended up playing with the 

header a lot, tilting it back to keep it out of the dirt. but that meant that 

we were leaving some pods on the plants because we weren’t cutting  

as low as we wanted.”

and because they were eating so much dirt, the aulies found themselves 

having to spend time blending loads to reduce soil tag.

“with our previous header we had to do a lot of work trying to maintain the 

grade. we were constantly having to blend down loads to clean them up.” 

their previous header also came up short when trying to maximize their 

combine’s capacity.

Continued

a tale oF two heaDerS.
a leSS than SatiSFactory experience with a competitiVe 
Flex heaD leaDS the aulieS to macDon.

Three generations of Aulie’s 
(from left to right: Bill, Keith 

and Jack). In background, 
champion Clydesdales, one  

of their many passions.
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a tale of two HeaDers.

“the 8120 shows you your load percentages. with our previous header 

we would try to maintain 100% engine load, but we could never get it 

even close. we were always down in the 50%, 60%, 70% range. even 

after we changed all of the little gadgets that the manufacturer told us  

to we were still having problems. So after one year of fighting with that 

header and lack of support, we knew we had to try something else. it 

was an expensive decision to replace the header so soon, but oh man  

has it paid off!”

the difference in performance between the two headers was both 

immediate and dramatic. the first thing they noticed was a huge jump  

in speed. whereas before they were only able to manage 4 or 5 mph  

(6.4 or 8 km/h) harvesting in lentils with their 36' (11.0 m) header, now 

they were cutting at close to 7 or 8 mph (11.3 to 12.9 km/h) with the 

FD70, even though they were cutting 4' (1.2 m) wider with each pass.

even better, they were finally able to maximize the capacity of  

their combine.

“the minute we put the FD70 on, the potentiometers were just perfect 

and we were finally able to attain 100%. now we just drive the combine 

to engine capacity and set her there.” 

keith also reported a significant reduction in harvesting stress  

thanks to the fact that he was no longer having to babysit the 

header to keep it out of the dirt.

“at the end of the first day i asked keith how did it go, and he  

said ‘really good.’ but it was after the second day that he really 

got excited. ‘it’s unbelievable Dad,’ he said. ‘you never even  

have to look at the knife. i’ve just done a thousand acres and  

i haven’t touched dirt once.’”

aulie says that it’s also less stress for him because he no longer has 

his son calling to say “Dad i broke two more sections”, or “i’ve got 

a great big pile of dirt on the table”, or “i’ve torn the canvas”.

“the combine and header communicated so well from day one – 

not like our previous header which didn’t even speak the same 

language. now when we hit the field we can count on the FD70 

to perform – there’s just so much less stress.”

“we also now know why the FD70 doesn’t have a system for 

backing up the canvases to dump dirt – it just doesn’t need it.  

we don’t have soil tag issues any more.”

bill says that he realizes that their night and day experience with the  

two headers might be hard for some to believe, that he himself would 

likely not believe it if he hadn’t seen it himself. but now that they have 

witnessed the impact that the FD70 has had on their operation, they  

have become very excited about the product that has almost halved  

their combining time and made harvesting so much more pleasurable.

DreSSinG room 
Farmer.

 if you are a fan of professional hockey and the nhl, you may 

have already recognized the name keith aulie as one of the 

rising stars of the toronto maple leafs. among keith’s many 

accomplishments are a gold medal won representing canada at  

the 2009 world Junior championships, an appearance in last year’s 

ahl all-Star game (where he finished 3rd in the hardest Shot 

competition) and being named recipient of the whl’s Doc Seaman 

trophy as the league’s top scholastic player (keith graduated Grade 

12 with a stellar 96% average, even after missing 100 days of school 

due to hockey). proud father bill aulie credits his son’s athletic 

success partly to his farm upbringing.

“physically, keith is obviously a very 

good athlete, but what makes him 

great is his unbelievable work ethic,” 

said bill. “on the farm it is typical for 

us to put in 18 to 20 hour days at 

times to get a job done, and keith 

brings that same commitment  

and intensity to his job as a 

professional athlete.”

and despite making it to the nhl,  

bill reports that keith remains as 

passionate about farming as he is 

about hockey. For example, just two 

days after the leaf’s final game last 

spring, keith was back on the farm 

helping with the seeding. even  

during the season, keith’s mind is 

never far from the farm.

“we both share the same love of  

farming – i don’t know if you can  

call it work when we enjoy it as  

much as we do. like our idea of  

a holiday is to do something  

different on the farm.”

nhl hockey Star  
keith aulie Still haS Dirt 
unDer hiS FinGernailS.

Performance has a name.

2012

Pull-out 
macDon 

calenDar

photo provided courtesy of upper Deck.
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 you probably already know that the united 

States leads world soybean production, 

weighing in with just over 91 million 

metric tons harvested in 2009/10. but hands 

up if you know which country is in second.  

if you said brazil you’d be right; at almost  

55 million metric tons produced, brazil comes 

in second in production, but ranks first in 

soybean exports. in fact, South america  

as a whole accounts for 51% of the world’s 

soybeans, (north america is only 36%), with 

brazil, argentina and paraguay being the top 

three producers. 

So it’s only natural that if you manufacture  

one of the world’s best soybean headers – 

macDon’s FD70 FlexDraper® – that you’d  

want to introduce your product to the world’s 

largest market. 

“we first started to sell FD70s into South america 

in 2008,” said bruce nesbit, export manager  

for macDon. “the conditions in South america 

are perfect for the FD70. Just the fact that there 

are so many soybeans being harvested, and the 

FD70 has distinguished itself so well in this crop 

already in north america, indicates that there is 

great potential for this product.”  

that potential is driven by what nesbit says are 

some distinct advantages the FD70 brings to 

farmers in countries like brazil and argentina – 

the biggest being the fuel savings the header 

can bring to the producer. because producers 

can move up in width by up to 10' (3 m) when 

moving from a flexible auger platform to a 

FlexDraper® and still travel at the same field 

speed, the fuel savings can be dramatic.

Continued

“the FD70 increaSeS 
the combine’S 
perFormance, 
eFFiciency anD  
Fuel economy.”

FirSt tanGo.
macDon’S relationShip with 

South american FarmerS iS JuSt 
StartinG to take oFF.

Ignacio Machado Persez, 
Paysandu, Uruguay.
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“these days, worldwide, there’s more and  

more of a focus on fuel consumption, and 

that’s only going to become bigger as prices 

continue to rise. in brazil, there are no railroads 

like here (in canada). they truck soybeans for 

thousands of kilometers, up to 3,000 miles  

(5000 kilometers) to get to port.”

brazil’s hefty transportation costs means that 

producers have to be extra diligent reducing 

costs when harvesting to stay competitive.

“when a farmer moves from an auger to a 

FlexDraper® there is definitely a fuel savings. 

operators commonly say that they can just  

feel that the machine’s smoother.”

one farmer who has experienced this first 

hand is rangel Dallazen of Dallazen Seeds  

in palmeira das missões city, brazil. Son of  

one of the company’s owners, Dallazen helps 

manage an 8,600 acre (3,500 hectare) farm 

that grows soybeans, corn and wheat.

“the FD70 increases the combine’s 

performance, efficiency and fuel economy,” 

said Dallazen. “compared to other headers  

it also has perfect feeding, and that means 

greater threshing efficiency for the combine.”

Dallazen also says he has been impressed by the 

FD70’s ground hugging cutting action, another 

of the advantages the FD70 provides farmers.

“our 35' (10.7 m) FD70 harvests really well 

compared to other auger headers in all types 

of ground – flat, hilly, bumpy, going up hill and 

going down hill. it even harvests better than 

our smaller 19' (5.8 m) and 23' (7.0 m) auger 

headers. because of the way it articulates,  

the header perfectly copies the ground.”

Dallazen also says that his crews appreciate the 

FD70’s robust in-field performance, especially 

its flotation which responds quickly to ground 

changes and obstacles.

“working with this header is like fishing – you 

work relaxed. the header does not give you 

any trouble, you can just keep on working  

and working.”

another South american who has also  

been very impressed with the difference the 

FD70 has made for his operation is ignacio 

machado persez who runs agroservicios del 

litoral company, a custom cutting service  

out of paysandu, uruguay. 

he says that he and his partner rafael Duran 

tested the waters two years ago with three 

FD70s to see if the headers could really boost 

their productivity, admitting that both of them 

were initially skeptical that something as wide 

as 40' (12.2 m) wouldn’t give them trouble. 

proof that the test went well can be found in 

the fact that persez and Duran will have no less 

than seven FD70s at work in their operation by 

the time this article goes to print. 

“in one year we harvest between 11,860 and 

12,350 acres (4,800 to 5,000 hectares) per 

draper header,” said persez. we alternate 

wheat crops with soybean crops, so we now 

first tanGo.

“workinG with  
thiS heaDer iS like 
FiShinG – you work 
relaxeD. the heaDer 
DoeS not GiVe you 
any trouble…”
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have two soybean and two wheat seasons 

experience with the FD70. their performance 

has been good, truly very good.”

“the header’s efficiency is incredible because  

of its even feeding, regardless of the crop 

condition. its cutting action is highly superior  

to that of a conventional header, and having the 

ability to make adjustments with the cutterbar 

angle and reel just makes it that much better.

persez says that beyond boosting combine 

efficiency, the FD70s have also provided  

two other significant benefits – longer work 

days and a large increase in the amount of 

beans recovered.

“one of the most important advantages our 

FD70 gives us is the ability to start to cut one 

hour earlier in the morning and work one hour 

later in the evening. we tend to harvest our 

soybeans with green stems and dry pods 

sometimes due to the very wet harvesting 

conditions here in uruguay. this can be very 

challenging for a conventional auger header, 

but not for the FD70.”

“we’ve also noticed that the FD70 is much  

less damaging to the bean pods, something 

the farmers we work for really appreciate.  

we haven’t measured exactly how many more 

beans we are recovering because of this, but  

i would estimate it is around 15% to 20%.”

according to bruce nesbit, the results persez’s 

and Dallazen’s companies are enjoying are 

being replicated just about everywhere the 

FD70 is being put to work in South america,  

a continent that is rapidly becoming an 

agricultural superpower.

“last year i was at an agricultural show in brazil 

and people were talking about drapers as the 

thing of the future. this year they’re not the 

future, they’re the present – everyone seems  

to know about them and want them.”

but for all of the positive results so far, nesbit 

says that macDon realizes more needs to be 

done to make sure that the FD70 is doing all  

it can for South america’s farmers.

“we’re learning as much as we can about each 

different area – what the challenges are, what 

their needs are.” 

“operators are used to the plug and play of 

auger headers. we’re working to make our 

machines easier to set up and operate in this 

plug and play environment. we’re also 

developing better instructional materials in 

portuguese and Spanish to ensure that farmers 

understand how to set up the header correctly 

for optimal performance.”

macDon is also working quickly to further  

develop both its distribution and service networks 

throughout the continent, which is important 

given some of the vast distances involved 

between dealer and field. companies like GtS do 

brasil in brazil, ciabay in paraguay, interagrovial  

and corporacion de maquinaria in uruguay and 

Suagri and Franco Fabril in argentina have already 

taken on the FD70, and that list is only expected 

to grow in the near future.

“the FD70 concept is skyrocketing even faster 

than we thought it would,” admits nesbit.

“the heaDer’S eFFiciency 
iS increDible becauSe  
oF itS eVen FeeDinG, 
reGarDleSS oF the  
crop conDition.”

Rangel Dallazen, 
Palmeira das Missões City, Brazil
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 Shawn Johnson is fairly particular about 

his harvesting machinery. after all, as 

head of Johnson harvesting, a family 

owned custom harvesting operation that has 

been in business for more than five decades, 

Shawn has learned a thing or two about what 

works – and what doesn’t – with each aspect of 

a combine. and when it comes to the business 

end of a combine, the header, he’s preferred 

macDons above all others since equipping 

their first 960 Draper header back in 1997.

“every time macDon makes something  

new they just make it that much better,”  

said Johnson from his family’s 5,000 acre 

(2,000 hectare) home farm near evansville, 

minnesota. “For example, the 962s were  

better than the 960s. then we went to  

the 974 FlexDrapers®, and they were also  

a significant leap forward.”

So when it came time to equip his nine case 

8120 combines they chose the best and the 

biggest that macDon has to offer – FD70s in 

the 45' (13.7 m) version. Johnson says that he 

looks for three key attributes in his equipment – 

simplicity, control and performance – and he 

finds all three in abundance in his FD70s.

“we follow the harvest north from oklahoma 

to the Dakotas and we typically run a crew of 

between 19 and 21 with differing levels of 

harvesting experience. with so many 

employees the concern with new machinery is 

‘can they handle it?’ macDon headers are easy 

to learn and operate. Generally, you only have 

to show someone once and he’s got it figured 

out. the headers are also pretty forgiving. 

things don’t have to be true or exactly correct 

to keep going. For example, when the wing 

hasn’t been adjusted correctly it still cuts. the 

canvasses run even if they have a tear in them.”

Johnson says that the header’s simplicity even 

extends to its transport package, which makes 

it possible for the operator to quickly detach 

the unit and tow it behind the combine when 

moving from field to field, eliminating the 

more time consuming method of using a 

separate truck and operator.

“the transport package is durable and simple. 

it doesn’t take long to learn how to do it. one 

guy working alone can put it into transport 

mode in just five minutes, and with two guys 

it’s even faster.”

as for control, Johnson says that operators find 

the header very easy to operate, getting more 

work done with less fatigue. 

“FD70s provide excellent visibility of the  

canvas and cutterbar compared to other 

headers we’ve seen. i also like that you can 

adjust the cutterbar with the hydraulic header 

tilt cylinder. if you get into rocky conditions 

you can roll it back or tip it forward if you  

are in more lodged conditions.”

but what Johnson, and his customers, 

appreciate most about his FD70s is their 

in-field performance – both in terms of  

speed and crop recovery. 

“when you look at a harvested field you  

can tell if it was a macDon FlexDraper®  

or something else that did the harvesting.  

it cuts better, it cuts lower, it recovers  

more beans. our customers notice that.”

it’s also not hard to notice just how much more 

they can cut in a day with the FlexDrapers. 

Johnson says that they are typically able to run 

at the same speed or faster than other custom 

harvesters using smaller headers.

“Depending on the conditions, we can cut at 

between 4.5 and 6.5 mph (7.2 and 10.5 km/h). 

we were combining in north Dakota, in green 

straw wheat that was yielding probably in the 

40s. with our 45' (13.7 m) header we were 

going 2.8 to 3.2 mph (4.5 to 5.1 km/h), and 

the other combiners near us with 35' (10.7 m) 

headers were going the same speed, even 

though we were taking 10' (3 m) more than 

they were. of course the guys with the auger 

heads weren’t even going that fast.”

another advantage Johnson’s FD70s give him 

over competitors is the ability to start earlier 

and cut later in the day, thanks to the header’s 

heads-first crop flow into the combine, even 

when conditions get damp in the early 

morning or late evening.

“we can always start a good half hour to an 

hour earlier in the morning because it feeds  

in even, and we can always go later at night 

because of the continuous flow of grain 

coming in evenly. even feeding is key for 

ensuring that threshing and flow through  

the combine isn’t interrupted.”

but for all of the benefits his FD70s have 

brought his operation, Johnson grudgingly 

admits that they have created more work for 

him in one area.

“the reason we went to the 45' (13.7 m) 

headers was to save hours on our combines, 

but we have just ended up doing more work 

with the time we have saved. i now find myself 

continuously trying to find more work, as with 

these machines we simply can cut more. this 

means more dollars for our custom operation.”

“we can alwayS Start a GooD halF  
hour to an hour earlier in the  
morninG becauSe it FeeDS in eVen…”

Shawn JohnSon SayS that hiS  
FD70s GiVe him an aDVantaGe  
oVer otherS. 
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macDon owners are talkinG…  
reaD anD watch what they are SayinG by ViSitinG  

ProDucers corner anD macDon tV at macDon.com.

Darrell GranDish, smoky lake, aB, owns an M205 Windrower 
with an r85 rotary Disc header and a D60 Draper header

JiM DeiBert, Colby, Ks, owns four 40' (12.2 m) FD70 FlexDraper® headers 
mounted on John Deere Combines

“ Our M205 Makes 
CuTTING HaY a dreaM.”

“ Flexdrapers are THe BesT 
Flex Heads OuT THere. perIOd.”


